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Session 18 The Covenant with Abraham – The Seed Part 3 

 
Four women, appear in the genealogy between Judah and Jesus the Messiah, Matt. 1: 3, 5 and, 6:  

  
 Tamar, Gen. 38, and Bathsheba, 2Sam. 11, had children through “irregular” sexual relationships. 
 Rahab, Josh. 2, 6: 22-25, and Ruth, 1: 1-5, 2: 5-6, 10, Deut. 23: 3-4, were foreigners in societies under the 

judgement of God.  
  
We are probably being encouraged to draw some conclusions:  
 
 

1) God loves and chooses women to fulfil His purposes. 
 
2) The process illustrates the purpose – to redeem sinners and bless Gentiles as well as Jews. 

 
3) No one who repents and believes is excluded, whatever his/her origin or history. 

 
4)    If we reach out in faith to the God of Israel to save us from personal distress He can      give us 

significance beyond our imaginations. “Victims” can make choices. 
 

5)    God’s ways are mysterious – He could have done it differently. He chooses “nobodies”, Luke 1: 46-55, 
1Cor. 1: 26-31, and people who “should not have existed” and puts them centre stage. 

  
   Purpose, Propagation, and Preservation of the Seed. 
 
 These three strands intertwine like a rope. 
 

1) Purpose 
 
The ultimate purpose is salvation and the renewal of creation. 
There are two aspects of the process. 
 
a) Judgement - Gen. 1:15 “… the seed of the woman will crush your head”. 
 
Salvation for Israel involved judgement for Pharaoh the oppressor, Ex. 6:1, c.f. Gen. 12:3b. 
Ex. 6 is in the context of the Covenant in Gen. 15: 12-16. God remembered His covenant. 
 
b) Blessing/Deliverance - Gen. 12:2-3 speaks of blessing and 15:12-16 of deliverance. 

   
  Blessing all the nations of the earth 12:3.  

The nature of this blessing through Abraham is explained in Gal.3 – justification by faith v 6-9 and the gift of the 
Holy Spirit v 13-14. 
 
This explains why the Patriarchs were tested.  
God did not treat them as mere “physical seed carriers”: they had to come to a place of trust in God to fulfill His 

 promises and have prophetic insight to pass on the blessing to those whom God had chosen to carry on the process: 
 
 
Abraham: The delay in the birth of Isaac; the “offering of Isaac”. 
Isaac: Rebecca’s initial barrenness Gen. 25:21-28; admitting that the blessing belonged to Jacob, Gen 28:1-4, Heb. 

 11:20. 
Jacob: Through many trials he discovered that he had to receive the blessing from God: he could not engineer it by 

 his own strength or intelligence Gen.29: 21-30, 30:25-36, 31:36-42. He spoke prophetic blessings over his sons. 
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2) Propagation 

 
Two processes inter meshed. 
 

- Sovereign choice and miracle 
- Human response and action 
 

God’s goal is fixed by divine decree but the journey is flexible. God does not consult about His choices nor 
does He justify them to us. The characters in the stories make real choices that have consequences for them 
and also for subsequent generations. God majestically uses the “material” generated by those choices to take 
His plan on to the next stage.  
 
The Patriarchs were disciples in training to listen and trust and obey. 
The whole account of the lives of Abraham and his family gives us a picture of this paradox but leaves us with 
the mystery of how it happens.  
 
His stated purpose does not change. Our greatest good and comfort is to listen to Him and fit in with His 
agenda. He can redeem any situation if we turn back accept His way. 

 
3) Preservation 

 
Unceasing hostility – “your seed/her seed” Gen. 3:15. Human beings are the agents of satan’s hostility but not 
the source, Eph. 6:11-12. 
 
Cain murdered Abel and was himself disqualified, Gen. 4:14. 
 
In antediluvian times there was an attempt to corrupt the seed, Gen. 6:1-4. 
 
Abraham and Isaac risked the purity of the seed, Gen. 12:11-20, 20:1-7, 26:8-11. God protected it. 
 
Jacob was protected from Laban, Gen. 31:4-9, 26-29, 36-42 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


